Enhancing low frequency sound transmission measurements using a synthesis method.
The characterization of low frequency sound transmission between two rooms via a flexible panel is investigated experimentally in this work. Previously, the individual effects of the transmission suite on the measured sound reduction index have been studied analytically, and the results have been compared with the ideal case of having free field radiation conditions on both sides of the panel. A new approach is proposed using a near-field array of loudspeakers driven by a set of optimized signals such that a diffuse pressure field is reproduced on the surface of the partition to be tested. The practical effectiveness of this method is assessed when using a set of 16 acoustic sources located in the source reverberant room in close proximity to an aluminium panel. The experimental results obtained confirm the dependence of the characterized sound reduction index on the particular test chamber considered in the low frequency range. They also validate the proposed synthesis method for providing an estimate that only depends on the properties of the partition itself.